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on this recording we did some never-before-recorded works by debussy, ravel and stravinsky, as well
as a couple of shorter pieces that i missed out on the first time round- a piece by stravinsky, with my
own cello version of the second cello part of his early work a summer evening on the grasshopper
pond ; a piece by debussy, with a cello transcription of his l'image ; and a song for cello and piano by
ravel, la traviata . the piece, commissioned by my lovely wife, was another personal commission but
there are a lot of admirers of the work around and so many have asked me for a recording of this, i
didnt want to disappoint anyone! i hope its as good as the last time around. its a gorgeous little
piece, written in memory of my wife. it is a really special piece to her and i hope it is the same for all
of you who hear it! but of course i didnt say that aloud for fear of tittering! there was a later period
around 1965-68 when i wrote transcriptions for cello and piano of four of his pieces, which ive tried
to bring back to life with the release of this disc. i included them on here- the "boite saison" ;
celestial harmonies ; rosary ; grain . the sonata no. 4 was commissioned by a leading cellist, georgy
svetlanov, who dedicated it to the cellist, irina nahornitskaya. in doing so, svetlanov reminds us, he
was not so much honoring a cellist as an artist, because to be a great cellist one needs far more than
cello: one also needs extraordinary musical instinct, rigorous training, and the ability to analyse and
understand the works that one has already mastered. it is no surprise, then, that the four cello
sonatas proved immensely successful in the cellists and pianists pedagogical repertoire, becoming a
standard textbook for cellists and a favourite for students in the late 1920s and early 1930s. the i
have marked it in the score as original, but i presume that svetlanov more than likely was influenced
by prokofievs cello sonata no. 1, op. 44. this piece was in common currency among concert cellists in
the thirties. the same must also have been the case with svetlanovs sonata no. 2 in f major (op. 103,
completed in 1936)
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what is interesting to note is how different this music is to kabalevsky and prokofievs earlier piano
sonatas. the rhapsody on a theme of alla turca, op. 61a, is of a lyrical and reserved nature. it is,

however, graceful, and shares a number of similarities with prokofievs later piano rhapsody, op. 64
(which itself owes a great deal to brahms). the first four movements are movements in ternary form,
each of which takes up a different expressive key, involving a mixture of musical colour, tempo, and

dynamics. the last movement is in a minuet form, consisting of a slow movement and a fast
movement, in the first of which (for the audience) the bride is ambushed by the priest, who decides

to make her yet another "bride of the night" before proceeding to part her hair. the minuet is
followed by a short rondo form, where the lovers attempt to escape, but are again caught and tied
up, this time not by the priest, but by the bridegroom's men. the two lovers are condemned to a

second night and once more parted, again, this time in a railway station. svetlanov often plays the
piece in the slow movement, and this for me is the most rewarding section of the work. here, the

adagio recalls the thematic material of the pas de deux, the final section of boris asafovs ballet, the
bright island. in this section, the music takes on a biting, even feline, quality as it conveys the

distinct impression of a feverish chill (most likely a reference to a russian folk song in which the
ghost of a murdered woman is chased across the land by a bloodhound). the cello in these sections
often sounds like an instrument possessed by evil spirits. the orchestra, likewise, sounds possessed:
as if these are its own personal or arias. as the music moves into the fast movement, however, the

dread cloud is blown away in the winds, and the spirits are stilled. 5ec8ef588b
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